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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) is starting to go through an inventory of capabilities in regard to its many data warehouses.
UC\\'s data warehouses are currently being provided with data from OMS, ERP, Accounting, and other inventory
management systems. Data warehouses are utilized by those systems for storage or analytics purposes. 

UC plans to utilize the Systems of Engagement framework to classify its systems based on how they will be utilized
within the enterprise architecture. UC would like to understand which systems it should directly integrate with versus
utilizing the data warehouses where that data may also be stored. 

How should a Solution Architect classify the data warehouses as systems within the enterprise architecture of this
scenario? 

A. System of Reference 

B. System of Engagement 

C. System of Intelligence 

D. System of Record 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A corporate bank has decided to use a multi-cloud solution to reduce time to market, showcase a 360-degree view of
the bank\\'s business customers, and improve CSAT rating by increasing channels for customer service. The CIO has
asked 

to run a discovery workshop with one goal: understanding existing technical dependencies within the organisation. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend as the top priority to start this journey? 

A. Plot the map or the future system landscape by making assumptions about the changes needed to improve customer
satisfaction. 

B. Plot the map of the current system landscape and identify key areas where the 626 multi-cloud solution will fit in. 

C. Plot the process map using Universal Process Notation (UPN) through workshops involving a diverse set of
stakeholders. 

D. Plot what the customer is thinking, doing, and feeling at the varying stages of their experience, and connect them to
interactions with the bank. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) sales department currently uses Sales Cloud for its Sales team. The management
team decided that the Sales team needs to start creating quotes based on the input from the finance department. NTO
would like to implement quotes, contracted pricing, and invoicing for its customers. Invoicing will be done based on an
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agreed billing cycle. The finance department would like to see a report on the invoices sent and track the details of the
payments received. NTO also has a need for partners to be able to self-service their pipeline and quoting through a
portal. 

NTO\\'s internal team decided to use Revenue Cloud and Experience Cloud as its solution. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend as NTO begins its implementation? 

A. Advise the client to start with Experience Cloud. 

B. Select an AppExchange product focused on contract lifecycle management. 

C. Develop an architectural plan to incorporate Revenue Cloud and Experience Cloud. 

D. Advise the client that Revenue Cloud is the starting point. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) uses Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, and Experience Cloud. The implementation was
completed 5+ years ago, and Service Cloud users are now expressing dissatisfaction with system performance. A
custom Visualforce page was developed to show relevant data to Experience Cloud users. The same page is used by
the Support team but displays more information based on their profile. UC has a small internal Support team for
Salesforce that periodically enables new features in production. 

Which best practice should the Solution Architect recommend to avoid these types of issues in the future? 

A. Assess the level of technical debt and test new features with the Product team in a Developer sandbox. 

B. Assess the level of technical debt and test new features in a sandbox before enabling in production. 

C. Assess the level of data quality and test new features with a pilot before enabling for all users. 

D. Assess the level of data quality and test new features with a subset of users in production before enabling all users. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Towards the end of the discovery phase, the sales manager and subject matter experts raise a request to get hands-on
experience with the solution as soon as possible. They want to ensure the requirements they provided are correctly built
out in Salesforce. The project sponsor is unsure how that request may affect the schedule. 

Which method should a Solution Architect consider in this scenario to validate the requirements during the build sprint
without impacting the project timelines? 

A. Ensure the project sponsor reviews and signs off on the Functional Specification Document as an acknowledgment
that what was built aligns with the original requirements. 

B. Run a User Acceptance Testing discovery session, based on the Functional Specification Document, to ensure the
testing script meets the end users\\' needs. 
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C. Give every end user the Functional Specification Document as their training materials and test them on the contents. 

D. Give the end users access to a sandbox environment and a testing script for each of the user stories. Ask UAT
testers to perform their tasks and collect feedback from them in the testing script. 

Correct Answer: A 
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